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(e transmuted family of distributions has been receiving increased attention over the last few years. For a baseline G distribution,
we derive a simple representation for the transmuted-G family density function as a linear mixture of the G and exponentiated-
G densities. We investigate the asymptotes and shapes and obtain explicit expressions for the ordinary and incomplete moments,
quantile and generating functions, mean deviations, Rényi and Shannon entropies, and order statistics and their moments. We
estimate the model parameters of the family by the method of maximum likelihood. We prove empirically the )exibility of the
proposed model by means of an application to a real data set.

1. Introduction

Adding parameters to a well-established distribution is a time
honored device for obtaining more )exible new families of
distributions. Shaw and Buckley [$] pioneered an interesting
method of adding a new parameter to an existing distribution
that would o*er more distributional )exibility. (ey used
the quadratic rank transmutation map (QRTM) in order to
generate a )exible family of distributions. (e generated
family, also called the transmuted extended distribution,
includes the parent distribution as a special case and gives
more )exibility to model various types of data.

In the last three years, there has been a growing inter-
est in transmuted distributions and several of them have
been investigated. A signi+cant amount of work has been
attributed towards developing a new transmuted model and
subsequently discussing its utilities as enhanced )exibility in
modeling various types of real life data, where the parent
model does not provide a good +t. Aryal and Tsokos ["]
de+ned the transmuted generalized extreme value distribu-
tion and studied some basic mathematical characteristics of
the transmuted Gumbel distribution and its applications to
climate data. Aryal and Tsokos [,] presented a new gen-
eralized Weibull distribution called the transmuted Weibull

distribution. Recently, Aryal [!] proposed and studied var-
ious structural properties of the transmuted log-logistic
distribution. Khan and King [%] introduced the transmuted
modi+edWeibull distribution, which extends the transmuted
Weibull distribution [,], and studied its mathematical prop-
erties and maximum likelihood estimation of the model
parameters. Elbatal ['] proposed the transmuted modi+ed
inverse Weibull distribution. Elbatal and Aryal [-] explored
the transmuted additive Weibull model, which extends the
additive Weibull distribution and some other distributions
using the QRTM method [$]. However, several published
works did not investigate many properties such as +nite mix-
ture of the density function, Rényi and Shannon entropies,
extreme values, probability weighted moments (PWMs), and
bivariate and multivariate generalization. (is paper aims to
+ll out this gap in the existing literature and contribute with
general properties of the transmuted family.

(is vast amount of literature merits for a detailed study
for the most general transmuted family of distributions,
which is our major motivation to carry out this work. In
this paper, we derive general mathematical properties for the
transmuted family, which hold for any baseline distribution,
such as the ordinary, central, and incompletemoments, quan-
tile and generating functions, mean deviations, Rényi and
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Shannon entropies, extreme values, PWMs, order statistics
and their moments, and bivariate and multivariate general-
izations. We provide a comprehensive description of these
properties with the hope that the transmuted family will
attract wider applications in biology, medicine, economics,
reliability, and engineering and in other areas of research.
We also introduce new distributions based on the transmuted
construction.

(e rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section ",
we discuss the general theory behind the transmuted distri-
bution and present useful representations for the density and
cumulative functions. In Section ,, we investigate its asymp-
totes and shapes. In Section !, we provide an algorithm for
generating samples from the transmuted family based on its
quantile function (qf). In Section %, we derive expressions for
themoments and generating function. In Section ', we obtain
mean deviations and provide some examples. In Section -,
we present two special transmuted models. In Section ., we
discuss the limiting behavior of the extreme statistics. In
Section &, we derive the PWMs. In Section $#, we obtain the
order statistics. We derive expressions for the Shannon and
Rényi entropies and Kullback-Leibler divergence measure
in Section $$. We introduce in Section $" the bivariate and
multivariate extensions of the univariate transmuted family.
In Section $,, we use the maximum likelihood method to
estimate the model parameters. In Section $!, we +t some
special models of the transmuted family to a real data set to
prove empirically its usefulness. In Section $%, we o*er some
concluding remarks.

2. Distribution and Density Functions

Let !1 and !2 be the cumulative distribution functions (cdfs)
of twomodels with a common sample space.(e general rank
transmutation as given in Shaw and Buckley [$] is de+ned
as "!12(#) = !2(!"11 (#)) and "!21(#) = !1(!"12 (#)). Note
that the qf is de+ned by !"1($) = inf#$R{!(%) & $} for$ ' [0, 1]. Functions "!12(#) and "!21(#) both map the unit
interval ( = [0, 1] into itself and, under suitable assumptions,
are mutual inverses and satisfy "!!"(0) = 0 and "!!"(1) = 1
(for ) = 1, 2). (e QRTM is de+ned by "!12(#) = # +*#(1 + #), |*| , 1, from which it follows that !2(%) =(1+*)!1(%)+*!1(%)2. Di*erentiating gives-2(%) = -1(%)[1+*+2*!1(%)], where-1(%) and-2(%) are the probability density
functions (pdfs) corresponding to the cdfs !1(%) and !2(%),
respectively. For more details about the QRTM approach, see
Shaw and Buckley [$].

A random variable . has the transmuted-G (/") family
if the pdf and cdf are de+ned through the QRTMmethod by
(for * ' [+1, 1])- (%) = - (%; !, *) = [1 + * + 2*" (%; !)]0 (%; !) ,% ' D 1 R, ($)! (%) = ! (%; !, *) = (1 + *)" (%; !) + *" (%; !)2 , (")

where "(%; !) is the parent cdf and 0(%; !) is the parent pdf.
Both functions depend on the parameter vector !. For * = 0,

it reduces to the parentmodel. Herea/er, the random variable. following ($) with parameter * and baseline vector of
parameters ! is denoted by . 2 /"(*, !).(e computations
for +tting family ($) to real data in practical problems can
be easily performed using the AdequacyModel script in the
R so/ware.

For an arbitrary baseline cdf "(%; !), a random variable
is said to have the Exp-" distribution with power parameter3 > 0, say 4 2 Exp-"(!;3), if its pdf and cdf are given by5 (%; !,3) = 3" (%; !)%"1 0 (%; !) ,6 (%; !,3) = " (%; !)% , (,)

respectively. Note that 5(%; !, 1) = 0(%; !). (e proper-
ties of exponentiated distributions have been studied by
many authors in recent years. See, for example, Mudholkar
and Srivastava [.] for exponentiated Weibull, Gupta et al.
[&] for exponentiated Pareto, Gupta and Kundu [$#] for
exponentiated exponential, Nadarajah [$$] for exponentiated
Gumbel, Kakde and Shirke [$"] for exponentiated lognormal,
and Nadarajah and Gupta [$,] for exponentiated gamma
distributions.

!eorem ". *e density function of . can be expressed as the
linear mixture- (%; !, *) = 70 (%; !) + (1 + 7)5 (%; !, 2) , (!)

where 7 = 1 + *.
Corollary #. If * = +1, then. 2 Exp-"(!; 2).

(eorem $ is important to obtain some measures of .
from those of exponentiated distributions.(is result plays an
important role in the paper, since we can obtain, for example,
the moments, generating function, and mean deviations of.. Established explicit expressions for these measures can be
simpler than using numerical integration.

(e hazard rate function (hrf) of. is given by8 (%; !, *) = [1 + * + 2*" (%; !)]0 (%)[1 + " (%; !)] [1 + *" (%; !)]= 8& (%) [1 + * + 2*" (%; !)]1 + *" (%; !) , % > 0, (%)

where 8&(%) is the baseline hrf.(e multiplying quantity [1+*+2*"(%; !)]/[1+*"(%; !)] is a kind of correction factor for
the baseline hrf.

Equation (%) can dealwith general situations formodeling
survival data with various hrf shapes. From this equation, we
note that 8(%; !, *)/8&(%; !) is decreasing in % for * & 0 and
it is increasing in % for * , 0. Additionally, we have8& (%) , 8 (%) , (1 + *) 8& (%) ,(1 + *) 8& (9) , 8 (%) , 8& (%) , (')

for * & 0 and * , 0, respectively.
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Equation (%) can be expressed as8 (%; !, *) = : (9) 8& (%; !)+ [1 + : (9)] 8Exp-& (%; !, 2) , (-)

where:(9) = {7[1+"(%; !)]}/{1+(1+*)"(%; !)+*["(%; !)]2},7 = 1 + *, and 8&(%; !) and 8Exp-&(%; !, 2) are the hrfs of the" and Exp-" distributions, respectively.
3. Asymptotes and Shapes

Proposition $. *e asymptotics of (!) and (') as "(%) ; 0
are

(i) !(%) 2 (1 + *)"(%),
(ii) -(%) 2 (1 + *)0(%),
(iii) 8(%) 2 (1 + *)0(%)/"(%), where "(%) = 1 + "(%).

Proposition %. *e asymptotics of (!) and (') as % ; < are

(i) 1 + !(%) 2 *"(%)["(%) + 1],
(ii) -(%) 2 (1 + *)0(%),
(iii) 8(%) 2 (1 + *)0(%)/"(%).
(e shapes of the density and hazard functions of . can

be described analytically.(e critical points of the/" pdf are
the roots of the equation0' (%)0 (%) + 2*0 (%)[1 + * + 2*" (%)] = 0. (.)

(ere may be more than one root to (.). Let =(%) =(>2/>%2) log[-(%)]. We have= (%)= 0'' (%)0 (%) + 0' (%)20 (%)2+ 2* ?(1 + *)0' (%) + 2*0' (%)" (%) + 2*0 (%)2@(1 + * + 2*" (%))2 . (&)
If % = %0 is a root of (&), then it corresponds to a local
maximum if =(%) > 0 for all % < %0 and =(%) < 0 for all% > %0. It corresponds to a local minimum if =(%) < 0 for
all % < %0 and =(%) > 0 for all % > %0. It refers to a point of
in)ection if either =(%) > 0 for all % A= %0 or =(%) < 0 for all% A= %0.

(e critical points of the hrf of. are obtained from0' (%)0 (%) + 2*0 (%)[1 + * + 2*" (%)] + 0 (%)1 + " (%)+ *0 (%)1 + *" (%) . ($#)

Again, there may be two roots to ($#). Let B(%) =(>2/>%2) log 8(%). We haveB (%) = 0'' (%)0 (%) + 0' (%)20 (%)2+ (1 + " (%))0' (%) + 02 (%)[1 + " (%)]2+ * [1 + *" (%)]0' (%) + *02 (%)[1 + *" (%)]2+ 2* [1 + * + 2*" (%)]0' (%) + 2*02 (%)[1 + * + 2*" (%)]2 .
($$)

If % = %0 is a root of ($$), then it corresponds to a local
maximum if B(%) > 0 for all % < %0 and B(%) < 0 for all% > %0. It corresponds to a local minimum if B(%) < 0 for
all % < %0 and B(%) > 0 for all % > %0. It refers to a point of
in)ection if either B(%) > 0 for all % A= %0 or B(%) < 0 for all% A= %0.
4. Quantile Function and Simulation

(e qf of the /" family is given byC (#; !, *)
= DEEEFEEEGC&H

1 + * + I(1 + *)2 + 4*#2* ; !J , if * A= 0;C& (#; !) , if * = 0, ($")

where C&(#; !) = ""1(#; !) is the inverse of the baseline cdf.
(e /" family is easily simulated by Algorithm $.

Table $ gives C&(#; !) and the corresponding parameters
for some special distributions.

5. Moments and Generating Function

Many of the important characteristics and features of a dis-
tribution are determined through the ordinarymoments.(eKth ordinary moment of . is obtained from(eorem $ asL'( = M N.(O = 7M N4(1O + (1 + 7)M N4(2O , ($,)

where 4) 2 Exp-"(!; )) for ) = 1, 2. Some moments obtained
from ($,) are reported in Table ".

(e central moments (L() and cumulants (P() of. follow
from ($,) as L( = (Q*=0RKST (+1)* L'*1 L'("*,P( = L'( + ("1Q*=1RK + 1S + 1TP*L'("*, ($!)

respectively, where P1 = L'1. Further, the skewness and
kurtosis are obtained from the third and fourth standardized
cumulants U1 = P3/P3/22 and U2 = P4/P22 , respectively.
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(1) Generate a random number # from V 2 V(0, 1);
(2) If * A= 0 then compute a random number % = C&((1 + * + I(1 + *)2 + 4*V)/2*; !); Otherwise % = C&(V; !);
(3) Repeat steps (1) to (2) until the required amount of random numbers to be completed.

A01234567 $: Random number generator for the TG distribution.

T890: $: Distributions and corresponding qfs.

Distribution C&(#; !) !
Uniform (0 < % < B) B# B
Exponential (% > 0) 3"1log(1 + #) 3
Weibull (% > 0) [3"1log(1 + #)]1/+ N3,WO
Fréchet (% > 0) X[+log(#)]"1/, (*,X)
Half-logistic (% > 0) +log[(1 + #)/(1 + #)] Y
Power function
(0 < % < 1/B) #1/*/B (B, S)
Pareto (% & B) B(1 + #)"1/* (B, S)
Burr XII (% > 0) Z[(1 + #)"1/* + 1]1/- (Z, S, 7)
Logistic (% ' R) +log(#"1 + 1) Y
Log-logistic (% > 0) Z[(1 + #)"1 + 1]1/- (Z, 7)
Lomax (% > 0) Z[(1 + #)"1/* + 1] (Z, S)
Gumbel (% ' R) L + Xlog[+log(#)] NL,XO
Kumaraswamy
(0 < % < 1) [1 + (1 + #)1/.]1// ([, \)
Normal (% ' R) ]"1((# + L)/X) NL,XO

(e moment generating function (mgf) of., say^(9) =M(_01), can be expressed from(eorem $ as^ (9) = 7(0 (!) + 2 (1 + 7) (1 (!) , ($%)

where (2"1 = (2"1(!) = `10 exp[9C&(#; !)]#2"1># for a = 1, 2.
(e integrals (0(!) and (1(!) can be evaluated numerically for
most parent distributions.

(ree closed forms for (2"1 (for a = 1, 2) follow by
selecting from Table $ the exponential (with parameter 3),
standard logistic, and Fréchet as baseline distributions, for
which (2"1 = b(a, 1 + 3/9) (for 9 > 3), (2"1 = b(a, 1 + 9)
(for 9 < 1), and (2"1 = (9X/* + a)"1, respectively.

(e characteristic function (chf) has many useful and
important properties and plays a central role in statistical
theory. It is particularly useful in analysis of linear combi-
nation of independent random variables. Clearly, a simple
representation for the chf c(9) = ^()9) of ., where ) = d+1,
is given by

c (9) = e30 cos (9%)- (%; !, *) >%+ ) e30 sin (9%)- (%; !, *) >%. ($')

From expansions cos(9%) = f3(=0((+1)(/(2K)!)(9%)2( and
sin(9%) = f3(=0((+1)(/(2K + 1)!)(9%)2(+1, we obtainc (9) = 3Q(=0 (+1)( 92((2K)! L'2( + )3Q(=0 (+1)( 92(+1(2K + 1)! L'2(+1. ($-)

6. Mean Deviations

(e gth incomplete moment of ., say h4($) = `5"3 %4-(%;!, *)>%, is expressed ash4 N$O = 7V4,1 N$O + (1 + 7) V4,2 N$O , ($.)

where

V4,2 N$O = a e&(5;!)0 C& (#; !)( #2"1># g = 1, 2. ($&)

(e integral V4,2($) can be determined analytically for some
special models with closed form expressions for C&(#; !) or
evaluated at least numerically for most baseline distributions.
It can also be obtained for several baseline " distributions
using power series methods. (ese methods are at the heart
of many aspects of applied mathematics and statistics. If this
function does not have a closed form expression, it can be
expressed as a power series:C& (#; !) = 3Q)=0[)#), ("#)

where coe;cients [) are suitably chosen real numbers. For
some important distributions, such as the normal, Student t,
gamma, and beta distributions,C&(#; !) does not have closed
form but it can be expanded as in ("#). For example, for the
standard normal distribution, coe;cients [') s are given by[) = (25))/2 3Q6=)i+12 j6"2 Rh) Tk), ("$)

where k) = 0 (for ) = 0, 2, 4, . . .) and k) = l()"1)/2 (for ) =1, 3, 5, . . .), and the l'*s are determined recursively froml*+1 = 12 (2S + 3) *Q(=0 (2K + 1) (2S + 2K + 1) l(l*"((K + 1) (2K + 1) . ("")

(en, l0 = 1, l1 = 1/6, l2 = 7/120, and l3 = 127/7560, . . .
We consider a result by Gradshteyn and Ryzhik [$-] for a

power series raised to a positive integer g:C& (#; !)4 = m3Q)=0[)#)n4 = 3Q)=074,)#), (",)
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T890: ": Distributions and their moments.

Distribution L'( Reference

Transmuted Weibull
o N1 + K/WO31/+ p1 + * + 2"(/+*q Aryal and Tsokos [,]

Transmuted Lindley K!B((B + 1) r(1 + *) (B + K + 1) + *B2("1 (B + 1) (2B + 3 + K)s Merovci [$!]

Transmuted Fréchet X(o i1 + K*j ?1 + * + 2(/,*@, K < * Mahmoud and Mandouh [$%]

Transmuted log-logistic Z(K5/7
sin (K5/7) t1 + * + *Z- i1 + K7ju Aryal [!]

Transmuted Pareto SW (2S + K (1 + *))(S + K) (2S + K) , K < S Merovci and Puka [$']

where coe;cients 74,) (for ) = 1, 2, . . .) are determined from
the recurrence equation74,) = N)[0O"1 )Q6=1 [h (g + 1) + )] [674,)"6, ("!)

and 74,0 = [(0. Coe;cient 74,) can be obtained from quantities[0, . . . , [) in any analytical or numerical so/ware. Hence,
quantity V4,2($) (for a = 1, 2) in ($&) is given by

V4,2 N$O = a3Q)=0 74,)N) + aO" N$; !O)+2 . ("%)

An important application of the +rst incomplete moment
of . in ($.) is related to the Bonferroni and Lorenz curves.
(ese curves are very useful in economics, reliability, demog-
raphy, insurance, and medicine. For a given probability 5,
they are given by b(5) = h1(l)/(5L'1) and v(5) = h1(l)/L'1,
where l = C(5; !, *) comes from ($").

(e magnitude of dispersion associated with the popu-
lation can be measured by the totality of deviations from
the mean and median. Another application refers to the the
deviations about the mean (=1 = M(|. + L'1|)) and about the
median (=2 = M(|. +^|)) of. given by=1 = 2L'1! pL'1q + 2h1 pL'1q ,=2 = L'1 + 2h1 (^) , ("')

respectively, where ^ is the median of ., L'1 = M(.) is
determined from ($,), !(L'1) is easily evaluated from ("), andh1($) = 7V1,1($) + (1 + 7)V1,2($) is obtained from ($&) withg = 1.

Next, we provide two applications of ($&) by taking for
the baseline model the exponential (with parameter 3) and
standard logistic distributions listed in Table $. By using the
generalized binomial expansion, we obtain V1,2($) (for a = 1
and 2) for the transmuted-exponential (TE) (with parameter3) and transmuted-standard logistic (TSL) as

V1,2 N$O = a3 3Q6=0 (+1)6 N1 + _"6%5O(h + 1) R ahT ,
V1,2 N$O = 1o N$O 3Q6=0 (+1)6 o Nh + aO(h + 1)! N1 + _"67O , ("-)

respectively.

7. Special Transmuted Models

(e pdf and cdf of . in ($) and (") will be most tractable
when "(%) and 0(%) have simple analytic expressions. In this
section, we present two special /"models.

%.!. *e Transmuted Burr XII (TBXII) Distribution. We con-
sider the parent Burr XII distribution, where the pdf and cdf
(for % > 0) are 0(%) = 7SZ"-%-"1[1 + (%/Z)-]"*"1, Z, S, 7 > 0,
and "(%) = 1 + [1 + (%/Z)-]"*, respectively. (en, the TBXII
density function is given by! (%; S, Z, 7, *) = w1 + t1 + i%Z j-u"*xy w1 + * + *w1 + t1 + i%Z j-u"*xx , (".)

where * ' [+1, 1].(e corresponding pdf is given by- (%; S, Z, 7, *) = S7Z i%Z j-"1 t1 + i%Z j-u"*"1y R1 + * + 2* t1 + i%Z j-u"*T . ("&)

(eTBXII distribution includes an important special case
when S = 1: the transmuted-log-logistic [!] distribution.
Further, we obtain the transmuted Lomax [$.] distribution
when 7 = 1. Some plots of the TBXII density function are
displayed in Figure $.

(e Kth ordinary moment of the TBXII model can be
obtained from ($,) asM N.(O = (1 + *)b pS + K7"1, K7"1 + 1q+ *b p2S + K7"1, K7"1 + 1q , 7S > K, (,#)

where b(y, y) is the beta function.
%.'. *e Transmuted Kumaraswamy (TKw) Distribution. (e
baseline Kumaraswamy (Kw) distribution has pdf and cdf, for% ' (0, 1) and [, \ > 0, given by 0(%) = [\%/"1(1+%/)."1 and
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F41<3: $: Plots of the TBXII density function for some parameter values.

"(%) = 1 + (1 + %/)., respectively.(en, the TKw cdf is given
by ! (%; [, \, *) = z1 + N1 + %/O.{ z1 + * N1 + %/O.{ , (,$)

where * ' [+1, 1].(e corresponding pdf is given by- (%; [, \, *)= [\%/"1 N1 + %/O."1 z1 + * + 2* N1 + %/O.{ . (,")

Ahmad et al. [$&] proposed the transmuted Kumara-
swamy (TKw) distribution as an extension of the Kw distri-
bution and obtained the density and cumulative functions.
However, they did not investigate an application to real data
and explore the qf. In Figure ", we plot the TKw density
function for some parameter values.

(e Kth moment of TKw can be obtained from ($,) asM N.(O = (1 + *) \b i1 + K[ , \j + 2*\b i1 + K[ , 2\j ,K > +[, (,,)
and the qf is given by!"1 (#; [, \, *)
= |}}~1 +H1 + 1 + * + I(1 + *)

2 + 4*#2* J1/.����
1// ,
* A= 0.

(,!)

8. Extreme Values

If . = g"1(.1 + .2 + y y y + .4) denotes the sample mean
from iid random variables following ("), then by standard
central limit theorem dg(. + M(.))/�Var(.) converges in
distribution to the standard normal as g ; < under
suitable conditions. However, one might be interested in the
asymptotics of the extreme values .max = max(.1, . . . ,.4)
and.min = min(.1, . . . ,.4). We consider the following:

(i) Suppose that " belongs to the max. domain of
attraction of the Gumbel extreme value distribution.
(en, by Leadbetter et al. ["#], there must be a strictly
positive function, say 8(9), such that

lim0831 + " (9 + %8 (9))1 + " (9) = exp (+%) , (,%)

for every % ' (+<,<). In our case, we have

lim0831 + ! (9 + %8 (9))1 + ! (9)= lim083 (1 + " (9 + %8 (9) ; !)) (1 + *" (9 + %8 (9) ; !))(1 + " (9; !)) (1 + *" (9; !))= � lim083 (1 + " (9 + %8 (9) ; !))(1 + " (9; !)) �y � lim083 (1 + *" (9; !))(1 + *" (9; !))� = * exp (+%) ,
(,')

for every % ' (+<,<). Hence, it follows by
Leadbetter et al. ["#] that ! also belongs to the max.
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domain of attraction of the Gumbel extreme value
distribution with

lim483� N[4 N.max + \4O , %O = exp �+* exp (+%)� (,-)

for some suitable norming constants [4 > 0 and \4.
(ii) Again, suppose that " belongs to the max. domain of

attraction of the Fréchet extreme value distribution.
By Leadbetter et al. ["#], there must exist a W > 0,
such that

lim0831 + " (9%)1 + " (9) = %+, (,.)

for every % > 0. In our case,

lim0831 + ! (9%)1 + ! (9)= � lim0831 + " (9%; !)1 + " (9; !) �� lim0831 + *" (9%; !)1 + *" (9; !) �= *%+,
(,&)

for every % > 0. Hence, it follows by Leadbetter et al.
["#] that! also belongs to themax. domain attraction
of the Fréchet extreme value distribution with

lim483� N[4 N.max + \4O , %O = exp p+*%+q (!#)

for some suitable norming constants [4 > 0 and \4.
(iii) Also, suppose that " belongs to the max. domain of

attraction of the Weibull extreme value distribution.

By Leadbetter et al. ["#], there must be an 3 > 0 such
that

lim08 01 + " (9 + %8 (9))1 + " (9) = %%, (!$)

for every % < 0. In our case, we have

lim08 0! (9%)! (9) = lim08 0 (1 + *)" (9%; !) + *"2 (9%; !)(1 + *)" (9; !) + *"2 (9; !)= %%+1, (!")

for every % < 0. Hence, it follows by Leadbetter et al.
["#, Chapter $] that! also belongs to themax. domain
of attraction of theWeibull extreme value distribution
with

lim483� N[4 N.max + \4O , %O = exp ?+ (+%)%+1@ (!,)

for some suitable norming constants [4 > 0 and \4.
Similar arguments apply to min. domains of attrac-
tion. (at is, ! belongs to the same min. domain of
attraction as that of ".

9. Probability Weighted Moments

(e PWMs of a baseline model can be very useful to
determine the moments of more complex distributions.
Distributions that can be expressed in inverse form may
present problems in estimating their parameters as functions
of ordinary moments. For these distributions, the relations
between the PWMs and the parameters have simpler ana-
lytical structure than those between the ordinary moments
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and the parameters. (e PWMs are also widely used for
estimating parameters of distributions from complete or
censored samples.

We demonstrate that the (g, Z)th PWM of ., say =4,9 =M{.4!(.; !, *)9} (for g, Z = 0, 1, . . .), can be expressed as
linear combinations of the baseline PWMs de+ned by �4,9 =`3"3 %4"(.; !)9>%. First, we can write �4,9 from ("#) and (",)
by interchanging the sum and the integral

�4,9 = 3Q)=0 74,)) + Z + 1 . (!!)

Further, we have

=4,( = e+3"3 %4 ?(1 + *)" (%; !) + *" (%; !)2@ >%, (!%)

and then using the binomial expansion, we can express the
PWMs of. as

=4,( = (Q2=0 (+*)2 (1 + *)("2y RKaT ?(1 + *) �4,("2 + 2*�4,(+1"2@ , (!')

where �4,("2 and �4,(+1"2 are obtained from (!!).

10. Order Statistics

Order statistics are required in many +elds, such as cli-
matology, engineering, and industry. Further, they play an
important role in Statistical Inference and Nonparametric
Statistics. In this section, we present some results with respect
to the order statistics.We obtain an expression for the density
of the Kth order statistic and the large sample distribution of
the minimum and maximum when a random sample of sizeg is drawn from the /" family. (e density function of theKth order statistic, say .(:4, from a random sample of size g
drawn from (%) is given by

-1#:$ (%) = 1b (K, g + K + 1)! (%)("1 [1 + ! (%)]4"( - (%)= 1b (K, g + K + 1) 4"(Q2=0 (+1)2y Rg + Ka T �(1 + *)" (%; !) + *" (%; !)2�("1+2 [1+ * + 2*" (%; !)]0 (%; !) .
(!-)

(e Sth order moment of.(:4 is obtained from ("#) as

M p.*(:4q = 1b (K, g + K + 1) 4"(Q2=0 (+1)2 Rg + Ka Ty e30 %* �(1 + *)" (%; !) + *" (%; !)2�(+2"1y [1 + * + 2*" (%; !)]0 (%; !) >%= 1b (K, g + K + 1) 4"(Q2=0 (+1)2 Rg + Ka T �,
(!.)

where � = `10 ""1(9; !)(1 + * + 2*9)[(1 + *)9 + *92](+2"1>9 can
be evaluated numerically for most parent distributions using
statistical so/ware.

11. Information Theory

!!.!. Entropies. An entropy is a measure of variation or
uncertainty of a random variable.. Twowell-known entropy
measures are the Rényi and Shannon entropies. (e Rényi
entropy of a random variable. with pdf -(%) is de+ned by

(! N�O = 1N1 + �O log�e30 -: (%) >%� , (!&)

for � > 1 and � A= 1. (e Rényi entropy for the /" family
should be evaluated numerically.

(e Shannon entropy of a random variable . is de+ned
by M{+ log[-(.)]}. It is the special case of the Rényi entropy
when � ; 1. For the proposed model in ($), the Shannon
entropy reduces toM �+ log �- (.)�� = +M �log �0 (.; !)��+ M �log [1 + * + 2*" (.; !)]�= + N(1 + (2O , (%#)

where(1 = M �log �0 (.; !)��= e30 log �0 (%; !)� [1 + * + 2*" (%; !)]0 (%; !)>%
= 12* e1+,1", 9 log�0r""1 �1 + * + 92* ; !�s�>9= �1 (*; !) ,(2 = M �log (1 + * + 2*" (.; !))� = 12 ?(1 + *)2y log (1 + *) + (* + 1)2 log (1 + *) + 2*@ .

(%$)
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By substituting the last two expressions in (%#), the
Shannon entropy becomesM �+log �- (.)�� = +�1 (*; !)+ 12 ?(1 + *)2 log (1 + *) + (* + 1)2 log (1 + *)+ 2*@ . (%")

Next, we consider the Rényi entropy. From ($), we havee30 -: (%) >%= 12* e1+,1", 9:+1 �0r""1 �1 + * + 92* ; !�s�: >9= �2 (*; !) ,
(%,)

which can be computed numerically.

!!.'. Kullback-Leibler (KL) Divergence. Consider two distri-
butions from the same family (but with di*erent parametric
con+guration). To be more speci+c, let �(%) 2 /"(*1, !1)
and C(%) 2 /"(*2, !2). (en, the KL divergence measure
between �(%) and C(%), say KL(� | C), is given by

KL (� | C) = e� (%) log�� (%)C (%)�>% = e� (%)y logR�1 + *1 + 2*1" N%; !1O� 0 N%; !1O�1 + *2 + 2*2" N%; !2O� 0 N%; !2OT >%= e� (%) log N�1 + *1 + 2*1" N%; !1O�O >%+ e� (%) log N0 N%; !1OO >% + e� (%)y log N�1 + *2 + 2*2" N%; !2O�O >% + e� (%)y log N0 N%; !2OO >% = �1 + �2 + �3 + �4,

(%!)

where�1 = e� (%) log N�1 + *1 + 2*1" N%; !1O�O >%= 12 ?+2*1 + N*1 + 1O2 log N1 + *1O + N1 + *1O2y log N1 + *1O@ ,�2 = �1 (*; !) ,�3 = 12*1 e1+,11",1 9 log�1 + *2+ 2*2"r""1 �1 + *1 + 92*1 ; !2�s ; !1�>9.
(%%)

Special Case. If !1 = !2, then �3 reduces to�3 (*; !) = e1+,11",1 9y log�1 + *2 + 2*2"r""1 �1 + *1 + 92*1 ; !2�s�>9= p4*21*22q"1 �+*1*2 N1 + *1O� ?+2 + p+2 + 3*1+ 3*21q *2@ + p4*21*22q"1 ?*1*2 N*1 + 1O p+2+ p+2 + 3*1 + *21q *2q@ + 2 p4*21*22q"1 N1 + *2Oy p+1 + p+1 + 2*1 + 2*21q *2q log N1 + *2O + 2 ?1+ 2 p1 + *1 + *21q *2 + *22 p1 + 2*1 + 2*21 + 4*31q@y log ?1 + *2 + 2*21*2@ .

(%')

(us, �3 = (1/2*1)�3(*; !). Also, in this case, �2 = �4.
Hence, the KL divergence is given by

KL (� | C) = 12 ?+2*1 + N*1 + 1O2 log N1 + *1O+ N1 + *1O2 log N1 + *1O@ + 2�1 (*; !) + 12*1y �3 (*; !) .
(%-)

12. Bivariate and Multivariate Generalization

First, we consider a bivariate extension of the newmodel.(e
joint cdf is expressed as! N%,$; !, *O = (1 + *)" N%,$; !O + * �" N%,$; !O�2 ,N%,$O ' D 1 R, * ' [+1, 1] , (%.)
where "(%,$; !) is a bivariate continuous distribution with
marginal cdfs "1(%; !) and "2(%; !).

(e corresponding joint pdf is given by- N%,$O = �2�%�$! N%,$O= �* + " N%,$O� �2�%�$" N%,$O+ 2* r ��%" N%,$Os r ��$" N%,$Os .
(%&)

(e marginal cdfs are given by

(i) !(%) = (1 + *)"1(%) + *"1(%)2,
(ii) !($) = (1 + *)"2($) + *"2($)2.
(e marginal pdfs are given by

(i) -(%) = (1 + *)01(%) + 2*"1(%)01(%),
(ii) -($) = (1 + *)02($) + 2*"2($)02($).
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A natural multivariate extension (say, h-variate, h & 2)
of the above bivariate (for * ' [+1, 1]) is given by! N%1, . . . ,%6; !, *O = (1 + *)" N%1, . . . ,%6; !O+ * �" N%1, . . . ,%6; !O�2 ,N%1, . . . ,%6O ' D 1 R, ('#)
where "(%1, . . . ,%6; !) is a multivariate continuous distribu-
tion with marginal cdfs ")(%); !), for ) = 1, 2, . . . ,h.
13. Maximum Likelihood Estimation

Several methods for parameter estimation have been pro-
posed in the literature but the maximum likelihood method
is the most commonly employed. (e maximum likelihood
estimators (MLEs) enjoy desirable properties and can be used
to obtain con+dence intervals for the model parameters. In
this section, we consider the estimation of the unknown
parameters of the /" family from complete samples only by
maximum likelihood. Let %1, . . . ,%4 be observed values from
this family with parameters * and !.

Let " = (*, !;); be the k � 1 parameter vector.(e total
log-likelihood function for " is given by� (") = 4Q)=1 log �0 N%); !O�+ 4Q)=1 log �1 + * + 2*" N%); !O� . ('$)

(e components of the score function V(") = (V,,V!);
are (for S = 1, . . . ,k)V, = +2 4Q)=1 � " N%); !O1 + * + 2*" N%); !O� ,V!% = 4Q)=1 ��0 N%); !O /�!*0 N%); !O �+ 2* 4Q)=1 � �" N%); !O /�!*1 + * + 2*" N%); !O� .

('")

We can obtain the MLE �" = (�*, �!;); of " = (*, !;); by
maximizing the log-likelihood either directly by using the R
(optim function), SAS (PROC NLMIXED), and Ox (subroutine
MaxBFGS) programs or by setting V, and V! equal to zero
and solving the equations simultaneously. (ese equations
can be solved numerically using iterativemethods such as the
Newton-Raphson type algorithms.

For interval estimation on the model parameters, we
require the observed information matrix

� (") = +�V,, | V;,!++ ++ ++V,! | V!!� , (',)

T890: ,: Descriptive statistics for the data set.g Min. C1 C2 Mean C3 Max. Var.
$'' #.#$## #.#$## #.#,## #.#&$" #.$,## #.'&## #.#$-'

whose elements areV,, = +2 4Q)=1 " N%); !O2�1 + * + 2*" N%); !O�2 ,V,!% = +2 (1 + *) 4Q)=1 �" N%); !O /�!*�1 + * + 2*" N%); !O�2 ,V!%!& = 4Q)=10''*< N%); !O 0 N%); !O + 0'* N%); !O 0'< N%); !O02 N%); !O+ 2* 4Q)=1 "''*< N%); !O�1 + * + 2*" N%); !O�+ 4* 4Q)=1 "'* N%); !O "'< N%); !O�1 + * + 2*" N%); !O�2 ,
('!)

where 9'*(y; !) = �9(y; !)/�!* and 9''*<(y; !) = �29(y; !)/�!*�!<.
We can easily check if the +t using the /" model is

statistically “superior” to a +t using the " model by testing
the null hypothesis �0 : * = 0 against �1 : * A= 0.
For testing �0 : * = 0, the likelihood ratio (LR) statistic
is given by : = 2{�(�*, �!) + �(0, �!)}, where �* and �! and �!
are the unrestricted and restricted estimates obtained from
the maximization of �(") under �1 and �0, respectively.
(e limiting distribution of this statistic is �21 under the null
hypothesis.(e null hypothesis is rejected if the test statistic
exceeds the upper 100(1+�)%quantile of the �21 distribution.
14. An Application

In this section, we compare the results of +tting the TKw and
Kw distributions to a real data set. We estimate the unknown
parameters of the models by the maximum likelihood (as
discussed in Section $,) and all the computations are per-
formed using the NLMixed subroutine of the SAS so/ware.
(e data are from a study on anxiety performed in a group
of $'' “normal” women, that is, outside of a pathological
clinical picture (Townsville, Queensland, Australia).(e data
originally reported by Smithson and Verkuilen ["$] are as
follows: #.#$, #.$-, #.#$, #.#%, #.#&, #.!$, #.#%, #.#$, #.$,, #.#$,
#.#%, #.$-, #.#$, #.#&, #.#$, #.#%, #.#&, #.#&, #.#%, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$,
#."&, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#&, #.,-, #.#%,
#.#$, #.#%, #."&, #.#&, #.#$, #."%, #.#$, #.#&, #.#$, #.#%, #."$, #.#$,
#.#$, #.#$, #.$,, #.$-, #.,-, #.#$, #.#$, #.#&, #.%-, #.#$, #.#$, #.$,,
#.#%, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#&, #.$,, #.#$, #.#$, #.#&, #.#&, #.,-,
#.#$, #.#%, #.#$, #.#$, #.$,, #.#$, #.%-, #.#$, #.#$, #.#&, #.#$, #.#$,
#.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#%, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.$,, #.#$, #."%, #.#$,
#.#$, #.#&, #.$,, #.#$, #.#$, #.#%, #.$,, #.#$, #.#&, #.#$, #.#%, #.#$,
#.#%, #.#$, #.#&, #.#$, #.,-, #."%, #.#%, #.#%, #."%, #.#%, #.#%, #.#$,
#.#%, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.$-, #."&, #.%-, #.#$, #.#%, #.#$, #.#&, #.#$,
#.#&, #.!&, #.!%, #.#$, #.#$, #.#$, #.#%, #.#$, #.$-, #.#$, #.$,, #.#$,
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T890: !: Estimates of the parameters (standard errors in parentheses), goodness-of-+t statistics, and con+dence intervals with signi+cance
level at 5% for the data set.

Model Estimates Con+dence
intervals AIC BIC CAIC

TKw
�[ = #.-#,- (#.#!.,)�\ = ,..#.& (#.'.&#)�* = #.%'.# (#.$-.!)

(#.'#.,, #.-&&$)
(".!!.%, %.$'&,)
(#."$%&, #.&"#")

+!.&.. +!.#.% +!.&.-
Kw �[ = #.'!"% (#.#!%-)�\ = !.!-,, (#.%."-)

(#.%%",, #.-,"')
(,.,""., %.'",&) +!.!.' +!-..! +!.!.'

TKw
Kw

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.70.0
x

0

2

4

6

8

D
en
sit
y

TKw
Kw

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.70.0
x

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

cd
f

F41<3: ,: Estimated pdf and cdf from the +tted TKw and Kw models for the data.

#."$, #.$,, #.#$, #.#$, #.$-, #.#$, #.#$, #."$, #.$,, #.'&, #."%, #.#$,
#.#$, #.#&, #.$,, #.#$, #.#%, #.#$, #.#$, #."&, #."%, #.!&, #.#$, and
#.#$.

Table , lists some descriptive statistics of these data.
Table ! gives the MLEs (with corresponding standard errors
in parentheses) and some goodness of +t measures for the
+tted TKw and Kw distributions. Since the values of the
Akaike information criterion (AIC), Bayesian information
criterion (BIC), and consistent Akaike information criterion
(CAIC) are smaller for the TKw distribution compared to
those values of the Kw model, the new distribution is a very
competitive model to these data.

In order to test the null hypothesis �0 : * = 0
against the alternative hypothesis �1 : * A= 0, we obtain
a con+dence interval (with %% signi+cance level). (e &%%
con+dence interval for * is (0.2159, 0.9202) and since it does
not contain zero, we can reject the null hypothesis in favor
of the alternative hypothesis that the data set is generated
from a TKw model with * A= 0. Further, the LR statistic (see
Section $,) to test �0 : Kw against �1 : TKw is -." (k value< #.#$).(us, using any usual signi+cance level, we reject the
null hypothesis in favor of the TKw distribution, that is, this
distribution is signi+cantly better than the Kw distribution to
explain the current data.

Plots of the pdf and cdf of the +tted TKw and Kw models
to these data are displayed in Figure ,.(ey indicate that the
TKw model is superior to the Kw model in terms of model
+tting.

15. Conclusions

In this paper, we explore general properties of the trans-
muted-" family of distributions. (is family is obtained
by adding shape parameters to an existing well-known
distribution by using the transmutation map approach [$].
We investigate some of its general mathematical properties
including ordinary and incomplete moments, generating
function, probability weightedmoments, Shannon and Rényi
entropies, Kullback-Leibler divergence, and limiting behavior
of the extremum values. (e existing literature does not
include these general properties. We also provide a real
life application to prove empirically the usefulness of the
transmuted-" family. (e application indicates that the
transmuted model performs better compared to the parent
model. Consequently, it merits further a thorough study
in terms of its extension to a bivariate and subsequently
multivariate set-up (we have discussed brie)y this topic in
Section $"). Needless to say, inferential procedures, especially
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under the Bayesian paradigm, will not be an easy task. We
plan to work on it as a future project and will report our
+ndings elsewhere.
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